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“ These are incredible examples of masterful craftsmanship,
executed with unsurpassed attention to detail and skill, however
the most notable impression is one of classic beauty with accents
of originality.”
-M.A., Utah

hat makes a Golden Witch
Split-cane Rod Unique?
Classic Actions For Modern Lines

We use time proven rod tapers, many originally designed by Lyle Dickerson and his
contemporaries, that we have tweaked to work even better with modern lines. You’ll be
delighted. We make our blanks in-house—a source of pride and the only way to ensure
tight quality control. Our blank making facility rivals that of any modern maker.

Outstanding Finish

From the lustrous hand-rubbed reel seat inserts, to the highly polished nickel silver
hardware, to the flawless dipped varnish on the cane itself, no other maker exceeds
the quality of Golden Witch when it comes to the details of finishing. No runs, sags,
bubbles, thread ends, dust, lint, or gnats—none of the hobgoblins that plague most cane
rod finishes.

Circassian & Claro Walnut Reel Seat Inserts

These highly figured walnuts are the stock & trade of the custom gunstocking business.
We acquire the finest cut-offs from the stock carvers, pieces displaying intense figuring
in the very small space of a reel seat, and we use these for our seats. Extra fancy walnuts
are subtle at a distance, but rich when studied closely. Other figured woods are readily
available. Please read on for lots of information on our reel seat designs; they’re our
favorite tip of the iceberg, but hundreds of different reel seats by Venneri, Bellinger,
Struble & others are available as well.

The Signature Wrap

Each rodmaker typically has a signature wrap, i.e., a singularly unique pattern of
intermediate wraps that adorns every rod. Russ Gooding’s signature wrap is among the
most intricate wraps you’ll find on a cane rod, classic or modern. It is difficult and time
consuming to execute, but it stands as permanent proof that the rodmaker has mastered
his discipline. As with a written signature, each wrap is unique, but entirely recognizable
as a distinct pattern.

Subtly distiNctive cork grips

We hand select our cork rings, using only the finest currently on the market. These
rings are available in two widths, 1/4” & 1/2”. Rather than using one or the other,
our grips feature a signature pattern of alternating widths. This unheard of detail is
something that only a collector or fellow rodmaker might notice. That’s subtle.
For our antique Slim Ring Grips, we use a cork slicing jig … and we emphasize these
slim rings by tinting the adhesive with various powdered pigments, such as red oxide,
yellow ochre & nickel silver.

superior reel seat hardware by golden witch

What’s superior about our hardware? The internal profile of the ring is tapered; it’s
engineered to capture the reel foot and hang on with a tenacity that no other design
can. Our hardware is machined from solid nickel silver bar stock, the metal used on all
nineteenth century and early twentieth century fly rods that featured top shelf hardware.
This is the metal that ages, and improves with the ages just like a fine port, to develop
an inimitable patina that speaks to each passing generation about days spent astream.
We also went to great lengths to discover the feeds and speeds on the lathe that would
deliver us from the evil of tool marks and impart a clean finish that has an unmistakable
luster, yet no glaring reflectivity.

ferrule plugs

Ferrule plugs are not a frivolous entity; they serve the
important function of keeping grit and all manner of other
pestilence out of the female ferrule. Keep this little accessory in place when the rod is
not in use to ensure that you’ll have a snug ferrule fit for decades.

ABSOLUTE OVERKILL

We go to extreme lengths to be certain that we cut only perfect 60° angles for our
hexagonal cane rods. We manufacture our own planing forms and bevelers.

Although Russ views himself as a
craftsman rather than an artist,
qualifying the title by saying
craftsmen become accomplished
by repetition while each work an
artist does is creative and new,
there is a touch of both titles in
Russ. His rods are crafts in their
functionality, but they’re art in
their elegance … For this reason,
fly fishermen come in swarms to
order custom-made rods.”
-Chris Telesco

... the implements of Gooding’s trade are proof of his craft’s
global reach … Golden Witch’s catalogs are mailed to fishing
aficionados and rod collectors as far away as South Africa,
France, and Australia.”
-Lori Meyers, Central PA Magazine

resentation-Grade BamBoo Fly Rods
6’3” For 3/4 wt. A fairly quick, small stream rod. Perfect for Tricos.
6’6” For 3 wt. Not the shortest, but the lightest, sweetest creek rod.
6’8” For 3 wt. w/ Swelled Butt A beauty, both to behold

and to cast. At least from an aesthetic standpoint, silk lines are a must with this
classic.
7’0” For 4 wt. Versatile—perhaps the ideal small stream rod. The #2 rod.
7’6” For 5 wt. Undoubtedly the most popular rod I make. Based on Lyle
Dickerson’s 7613, we thinned up the butt to work a modern 5 weight line with
perfection. There is no better first bamboo rod if you’re just making the transition
from graphite sticks to split cane. It’s an outstanding “all arounder.” Quick
for cane, while still possessing enviable delicacy, with a comfortable, progressive
action. The #1 rod.
8’0” For 6 wt. A big river trout rod. The #3 rod in the series.
8’6” For 6/7 wt. Master bass with this behemoth. It’s a powerhouse.
Other tapers available upon request. We possess an archive of over 100 successful
tapers.
Two Pieces, Two Tips—$3,500.00
Three Pieces, Two Tips—$3,800.00
Four Pieces, Two Tips—$3,900.00
Five Pieces, Two Tips—$4,300.00
Matched Rods—Add $200.00/rod

nvestment
Grade
Investment -grade rods are designed and crafted to be the
epitome of the rodmaker’s discipline without straying into
the realm of unfishable art qua art. The rare handful of
Investment-grade rods created each year ensures that they
will appreciate in value even as you appreciate their
functional and aesthetic charms on the stream.
Jewelry-grade hardware is only one of the standard
features. Please call for details.
Prices from $4,995.00.

hE GOLDEN ELITE BAMBOO ROD
Collect it? Sure. But fish it and you may never care to fish another rod...
•Two-Piece, Two-Tip Split Bamboo Fly Rod
•4/5 Weight, 7’
•Tiger-Striped Bamboo
•Blued & Gold-Inlayed Nickel Silver Reel Seat with Circassian Walnut Insert
•Butt Cap Engraved
•Owner’s Name Inked on Rod
•Slim-Ring Cigar Cork Grip with Antique Gold Tinted Adhesive
•Blued & Gold Wire-Bezelled Red Agate Stripping Guide
•Antique Gold Wraps with Black Tipping
•English Bronze Snake Guides
•Flannel Rod Sack
•Engraved, Solid Brass-Capped Aluminum Rod Tube
•Custom Rod Tube Label
•Blued Ferrules with Gold Half-Blind Pins, serving as Witness Marks
•Blued & Gold-inlayed Finial-Capped Ferrule Plug
•Blued Hook Tender with Gold Ring
•Blued & Gold-Inlayed, Broad Winding Check

$4995.00

he ed shenk cricket
A 5’6” For 3 or 4 Weight One-Piece Fly Rod
This one-piece rod is exemplary of the crisp, smooth action which
can only be achieved through a ferrule-free design. An organic
continuity from butt to tip, this five and a half footer is long enough to precisely work
small spring creeks, yet short enough that the ferrule-free design does not impinge upon
safely transporting the rod to your favorite creek. Rated as a 3/4, we suggest a 4 weight
line to fully load the rod when working close; angle at ranges of 30-45 feet and you
could download to a 3 weight. This progressive taper is delicate without being the least
bit feeble. Strength is imparted by the stiffer butt—put the wood to zigging and zagging
trout to land them swiftly and release them safely. The middle of the rod flexes evenly
for comfortable and accurate casting. The tip is designed to gently dampen violent
strikes, thus preserving light tippets. Carmel colored cane with a hand-rubbed finish,
a fine diameter reverse half wells grip, cap & ring seat, agate stripper, dark snakes &
matching tip top, vivid sulpher whippings, full length sack and classic rod tube with an
engraved cap. 100 Ed Shenk Cricket Rods will be made with serial numbers #001-#100.
Ed Shenk fishes with #000, the rod he helped us design to meet his angling ideal.
Fish this classic. $1695.00
Add a #3 or #4 DT Phoenix Silk Line $250.00

resentation-Grade BamBoo SPINNING Rods
Light Trout

Too powerful to be called an ultra-light, this 5’6” spin
taper is potent, on a small scale. Great for sticking a rooster tail precisely between
a root wad and an overhanging bramble. A tight-stream rod for small fish. Want
an extreme fish tale? My father, a die hard, light tackle angler, was using this taper
for Canadian walleye, caught one about 14” long and nearly had it to the boat
before it was latched onto by a 40”+ pike and hauled into the depths. He got the
fish—plural—to the boat three times, and his net man missed three times before the
pike won the day by snapping the line. The rod still functions, but his net man …
there’s no telling that tale. Light.
Medium Trout A parabolic spinning rod? Yes. 6’6” with an unusually
pleasant action. Use it on mid-size streams with larger fish. Charles Ritz might
have fits, but thank him for sparking this taper. Medium.
Classic Bass Designed for stock-pond largemouth bass. This 6’9” taper is
ideal when you’re tackling larger fish in little or no current and want the challenge
of relatively light tackle considering the size of your quarry. Medium-plus.
Bass/Walleye This was originally conceived as a four piece pack rod for
remote Canadian lake fishing. If you can only take one rod in, make it a durable
one. In two or four pieces, this rod will knock the feist out of any bass or walleye
you’ll encounter, most pike and muskie too. Medium-Heavy.
Two Pieces, Two Tips—$3,500.00
Four Pieces, Two Tips—$3,900.00
Matched Rods—Add $200.00/rod

Raphite rods
Golden Witch Rods meticulously
crafts true custom graphite rods in
limited numbers. Each Golden Witch
Rod features the exclusive Signature Feather Inlay™ and
your choice of the finest components. Crafting each rod
demands an investment of time that exceeds twenty hours
and frequently reaches thirty hours or more. Efficiency
is not the goal; approaching perfection is. Our highly
attuned respect for detail is evident in each facet of rod
construction: design, component selection, assembly,
aesthetics, finishing, and service.
We are especially proud to announce that Golden Witch
has earned the rare distinction of becoming an authorized
R.L. Winston custom builder. Even if you should choose
to have your fly rod built on another manufacturer’s
blank, you can rest assured that it will be crafted in accord
with a new standard, a standard that has passed muster
with today’s most finicky production fly rod company.
Prices from $1500.00

Gooding’s rods are flawlessly beautiful, blending
classic aesthetics with supreme craftsmanship.”
-Outdoors With Mark Sturtevant

One true test of craftsmanship is the ability
to bring back another master’s work.
estoration services
We offer the finest professional restorations. Our artistic,
historically accurate workmanship will preserve or enhance the
value of your heirloom & collectible tackle.
Mint Restored - We have the ability to bring your tackle back to its original
condition, right down to matching original “flaws” like bleed-through on the guide
wraps. This is the perfect service for wall-hangers and family heirlooms.
Aged Restored - Does only a single aspect of your tackle need restoration? We can
restore a guide, a grip, or a reel seat and have the restoration blend in with the current
condition of the rest of the rod. This is the ideal service for valuable tackle that is, for
the most part, better left as-is. This would include most highly collectible tackle.

amboo: Explore The Potential!
Do you yearn to learn more about bamboo fishing rods? Come to Golden Witch for the
latest in books, videos, and classes, as well as an ever expanding line of rodmaking tools and
components. If you get the bug to set up your own rod shop, we’ve got everything you’ll
need, right down to the expert advice that will help
Rodmaking Classes
take your dream of rodmaking through to your first
In addition to being a full-time professional
complete rod.
rodmaker and the writer/narrator for the GWT
Video Series, Russ Gooding has written for
numerous rodmaking publications, including
Rodcrafter’s Journal, Rodmaker Magazine,
Hunting & Fishing Collectibles, & PowerFibers.
Get the best of Russ’s insightful teaching:
Bamboo Blank Making, Bamboo Rod Finishing,
or Graphite Rodmaking classes are available. Each
one-week course is offered once per year, with
three students per class. Five days. Long hours.
Great fun! Please call for more details.

Making bamboo blanks - dvd

Using the methods originally taught by Daryll
Whitehead, then refined through years of custom
and light production rod making in the Golden
Witch rod shop, Russ Gooding and his team
will guide you from selecting the raw culm to
the finished blank. Broken into discrete steps,
you’ll discover that making bamboo blanks is a
surprisingly straightforward process. This video
focuses on blank making, not as a mechanical
engineering exercise replete with arcane formulae,
but as an accessible craft to which all anglers can
aspire. Bamboo is potent, yet sublime. Try it!
Featurette: Blueing Ferrules - How To Blue &
Clear Coat Nickel Silver Ferrules.

finishing bamboo rods - dvd

Aesthetic decisions, fit, and finish define the
quality of a split bamboo rod long before an angler
tests its action over rising fish. An elegant rod
is a harmonious composition, melding classic
styling with components that hark back to the
era of our forefathers: agate stripping guides, fine
silk threads, cork, native wood, nickel silver, and
natural oil & resin varnishes. Well finished, a
bamboo rod looks good, feels good, and even
smells good. Although each rodmaker will choose
a different aesthetic, all rodmakers must master
the details of fit and finish. Featurette: Ferrule
Plugs -Turning Mastodon Ivory & Nickel Silver
Ferrule Plugs.

trout grass - dvd

Shot on location in Southern China and
Montana, Trout Grass documents the
transformation of bamboo into a split-cane flyrod.
For viewers not familiar with bamboo rods and
the process and background behind them, this
film provides fascinating insight. For those already
in the know, Trout Grass provides a refreshing
new look at a timeless craft and pastime.

he Ordering Process
Ordering is surprisingly easy. In fact, a good portion of the folks who receive this catalog will
receive it with their deposit receipt after they’ve already ordered a rod.

Look over this catalog,
As you consider your rod order, remember these top-shelf accessories,
our website, perhaps even our tool
all of which will make your angling experience just that much better!
and component catalog. Make
notes, jot down ideas , even make
some sketches. This will be your
custom rod, so don’t be shy about
getting involved in the design phase.
Bougle’ Mark V Centenary Edition
When you’re ready to order, one of
This is a fine piece of equipment in every sense. Your
two scenarios will pan out:
bamboo rod deserves a
reel this fine, and there’s
a) You may mail or call in a
not much else on which
$500.00 deposit which will secure
you really ought to hang
you a position on the “build” list
your Phoenix silk lines.
and a tentative delivery date. Then
The Mark V is made
you and Russ will schedule a
from 6262 bar stock
meeting in person or by phone to go
aluminum and protective
over the details of the rod design, at
anodized in a pearl silver
which time the balance of 50% will
finish with nickel silver
be due.
components and a wood
permali handle. Running
b) You may opt to go through
on twelve stainless steel
the process in one fell swoop,
ball bearings, the spring
visiting or calling to chat about
and pawl drag is silky
the rod design and simultaneously
smooth. Nickel silver roller pillar and wide-ranging, reversible
confirming the order with a 50%
check mechanisms are standard. Ask us about the Mark V and
deposit. A receipt and a Custom
other Hardy reels. We’ll help you outft your custom bamboo rod
Rod Contract will be mailed to
with the perfect complimentary reel and line.
you. The latter details your choices
regarding the rod you ordered and
TM
will be used as the maker’s notes
during the crafting process. Please
Don’t ever go fishing without your reel again. Strap
sign and return the rod contract.
The HitchHikerTM to your rod tube and take off ...
It is your acknowledgement that
go
by
plane,
go by boat, take a bike, or take a hike. Our Tubethe notes are properly recorded.
Tight
locking
system, a heavy-duty neoprene pad and hearty
Blank construction begins shortly
leather
cinch-straps,
will keep The HitchHikerTM cinched in
after the rod contract is signed, so
place no matter how you jounce and jolt on your way to the
please understand that once the rod
most remote angling holes. The dense sheepskin inside will
is in process, the taper, cane color,
keep your
number of rod sections and such
reel safe and
cannot be altered.
warm, plus
The rod will be completed in 18the lanolin in
36 months, depending in part on
the sheepskin
back-log and on custom options,
naturally
especially Jewelry Grade Hardware
helps to
or rods requiring engraving.
minimize
When the rod is almost complete
oxidization.
- the varnish has been applied and
Available in
is undergoing final cure prior to
light or dark
polishing or “finishing the finish”
leather.
- you’ll be contacted regarding the
final payment and to make shipping
arrangements.

ardy reels

he hitchhiker

MECHANICALL, MECHANICK} HANDIE CRAFT
Robert Cawdry: Table Alphabetical (1604)
MECHANICAL, A. AND N.
A. adj. I. Senses relating to manual or practical work.
1. Of an art, trade, or occupation: concerned with manual work; of the
nature of or relating to handicraft, craftsmanship, or artisanship. Now rare.
Oxford English Dictionary Third Edition, Draft Entry (December 2001)
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